[Endoscopy of the larynx by hyperspectral imaging].
Hyperspectral imaging has been proven to be useful in remote earth sensing, e.g., satellite-based classification of vegetation. After modifying it for in vivo evaluation of the larynx using microscopy, we show its adoption for endoscopes. In addition to routine microlaryngoscopies under white light inspection, the laryngoscopy was also performed with not only a conventional operation microscope mounted with a tuneable monochromatic light source and a synchronously triggered monochromatic CCD camera (n = 47 patients), but also a similarly modified rigid 0° endoscope (n = 16 patients). Hyperspectral image cubes were obtained between 390 and 680 nm, analyzed using established software tools, and the data using microscope versus endoscope were compared. Under endoscopy, illumination was more even and sterical resolution appeared unchanged at significantly shorter image acquisition times. Hyperspectral classification delineated areas of altered mucosa without further external information irrespective of whether image cubes were generated with microscopy or endoscopy. Hyperspectral imaging can be transferred not only to micro(laryngo)scopy but also to endoscopy with rigid optics. This opens the way to a variety of clinically relevant anatomical regions (e.g., upper aerodigestive tract). Its adoption to flexible optics will further broaden this spectrum.